Fox body engine

The term "Fox Body Mustang" has been around for as long as we can remember. Do you know
why it is called a Fox? LMR explains how these Mustang's got their name. Introduced in , and
used Ford's Fox chassis platform. The Fox platform is the longest-produced vehicle
architecture by Ford Motor Company. This featured a rear wheel drive, unibody chassis
designed for compact and mid-sized vehicles. This model Mustang included years This was all
to replace the Ford Falcon style vehicles of the s. At the end of the s, most manufacturers were
looking to downsize their vehicles. Ford followed suit by expanding their Fox platform for
redesigning their vehicles, the Ford Mustang being one of them. The Fox platform was used in
the Ford Mustang lineup from Years before it's initial release, the Fox Mustang was already
taking shape. With concerns of fuel economy and vehicle sizes shrinking, Ford engineers were
hard at work designing a Mustang that met all of the current trends and customer demands. In
the mid 's, three Ford design teams, two from Dearborn, MI and one from a Ghia studio in Italy
started competing to give the Fox Mustang some shape. In late , sketches and clay models were
being brought to life and showing the creativity of the redesigned Mustang. The design teams
came up with what people considered a sportier Mustang II. These early renderings featured
traditional styling but introduced a few new concepts such as square bucketed headlights,
lower stance, and an upright grille. While the Fox was taking shape from these design teams,
there was still much to be improved on. In May of , the Fox was chosen as the official pace car
of the Indianapolis Ford introduced a "Indy " Pace Car model mid-year to celebrate this
accomplishment. Only 10, Pace Cars were made and included various new features. The Pace
Car's new features includes a unique front air dam with fog lights, full length cowl type hood
scoop, a new spoiler, black interior with Recaro seats, and either a 2. The production cars were
manufactured with a factory sunroof while the actual pace cars featured a t-top. Following it's
debut year, the Fox Body Mustang did not see too many changes from the model. Starting in ,
the iconic 5. This is to conserve fuel to meet consumer demands at the time. High back bucket
seats were introduced along with multiple colored interior options, brighter halogen headlights,
and a few other options. The Cobra package was also offered through and was dropped in to
make way for the Mustang GT return. WIth the introduction of the new Fox in , Ford brought
back the Cobra model where only 17, were produced. This Cobra model featured black trim and
grille area, chrome door handles, stainless steel lock sets, stainless steel antenna, aluminum
roof drip rail, body colored sail panels, black lower body-side paint, color-coordinated dual
pinstriped in the wraparound body style moldings and bumper grooves, an optional snake decal
for the hood, and Cobra lettering on the doors. Unlike the Cobras, the version did not feature a
spoiler. It was later added after the Pace Car package made it's debut. In and , the Cobra was
revised with a new front bumper and air dam featuring fog lights, a cowl type hood scoop, and
the pace car style spoilers. They can also be distinguished from the by the belt-line stripe, hood
decal, and COBRA decals on the side windows and rear spoiler. With the decline in big block
motor popularity and growing concerns of fuel economy, the California Highway Patrol
requested Mustangs to test as high speed enforcement vehicles in After an 18 month test of the
Chevy Camaro, the CHP decided not to keep them as a part of their fleet. The California Highway
Patrol adopted Mustangs into their fleet in with only 5 of them being Hatchback models. In ,
Ford offered the Mustang to other law enforcement agencies and labeled them "Special Service
Package". Read more about the SSP Mustang. Ford engineers redesigned the sports car's
features by bringing back the convertible option. The front facia got a facelift with a more
rounded nose and a reshaped grille. The vertical sectioned taillights were replaced with a wider
horizontal design with a dedicated amber turn signal that gave the rear a much cleaner look.
The Mustang GT was released in sporting a four-barrel carburetor and a new intake manifold
that pushed the 5. A fuel injected, turbocharged 2. After failing sales of the 3. Read more about
the SVO Mustang. The also got a revision and was available in two options, a carburated 5. The
slapper bars and horizontally mounted axle shocks were ditched for a new Quadra-Shock rear
suspension. The front fascia got another redesign in with a grill-less nose and a horizontal air
intake slot. The Mustang GT engine bumped up to hp with the help of new E5AW cylinder heads,
a revised Holley four-barrel carburetor, a more aggressive roller camshaft, better flowing
exhaust manifolds, and a pseudo-dual exhaust system. In , Ford completely dropped the
carburetor engine for the new fuel injected rated at hp. Ford also ditched the 10" clutch for a
bigger The 7. The 2. Third brake lights were relocated to the standard rear spoiler on
hatchbacks, inside the bottom of the rear window on the coupes, and on the rear edge of the
luggage rack on convertible models. This sported a turbo 4 cylinder motor with unique body
panels, 5 lug axles and hubs, unique SVO interior, and many other small differences from the
production Mustangs of it's time. Eventually, it quickly made it into production for a short time.
After ditching the carbureted motors in , Ford designers completely facelifted the interior and
exterior Fox for a more modern look. The previously bucketed "4 eye" front fascia was replaced

with what was nicknamed the "Aeronose" which included a more modern 6 piece headlight and
either a fog light equipped GT bumper or a more conservative LX bumper. Rear amber turn
signals were ditched in the taillights and replaced with clear lenses for the turn signals on LX
models and a body-colored triple sectioned louver style lens. While the LX models sported a
sleek, more conservative look, the GT models got a full body kit. The GT's featured a bumper
with round fog lights, lower body side skirts, GT rear bumper, GT specific moldings, and 15"
turbine style wheels. Pushing the 5. The previously flat topped pistons were replaced with
forged aluminum pistons with valve reliefs making the new much stronger internally. The speed
density setup was discontinued in and replaced with a much easier to modify mass air flow
setup. This did drop the horsepower a bit but with the ease of adding more performance parts,
most enthusiasts didn't mind. The MAF system made modifications to the intake, engine, and
exhaust system easier to recognize and compensated for by the ECU allowing for correct air to
fuel ratios to make optimal power. Starting in , the driver's side airbag became standard along
with a small galloping horse logo on the passenger side dashboard. This was an ode to the 25th
anniversary of the Mustang. From The Fox Body Mustang did not receive too many changes due
to Ford focusing on a complete body redesign in A few important events did happen that would
give the last years of the Fox some extra importance. The contest was cancelled at the last
minute, leaving Ford with 4, special edition Mustangs. They decided to sell as is, giving birth to
the 7-up edition Mustang. Three special edition LX 5. The "Summertime" edition resulted in a
vibrant red with oxford white interior released in In , a vibrant yellow with black or white leather
interior and a vibrant white exterior with white leather interior. The forged aluminum pistons
dropped in for a hypereutectic piston. This offered more power, better features, and slick new
body styling. The 93 Cobra and Cobra R featured a 5. This was thanks to the new GT high
performance engine upgrades. Exterior wise, the Cobra featured a new Cobra rear bumper, front
bumper, side skirts, a unique Cobra rear spoiler, Cobra emblems, SVO style taillights, and a
special cobra grille insert. The Cobra R included larger brakes, Koni shocks and struts, engine
oil cooler, power steering cooler, and a rear seat delete. The air conditioning and a stereo
system wasn't offered on the Cobra R due to it's racing intended purposes. Only Cobra R's were
made while 4, Cobras were made. What Are GT40 Heads? What Is The Firing Order? Check out
our YouTube channel for even more tech tips, installation videos, how-tos, and more. The best
place to go for anything Mustang related! Show More Show Less. Share this article! What Is A
Fox Body? Who Is Jack Telnack? Jack Telnack was an upcoming star in Ford's design team in
the 's. He served as the vice president of design at Ford or Europe. Jack took the reigns of one
of the design teams and questioned the use of the traditional styling versus the upcoming
European styling. The European styling had made it to the paper sketches but were never into
the physical models. This gave Jack's team the motivation to ditch the traditional styling and
introduce some non-traditional styling that would lead them to design a winning design in This
highlighted safety, fuel economy, interior space, improved aerodynamics, and reducing total
weight in mind. The first Fox offered 5 different engine options. These were the 2. With the
larger Fox platform, engineers were able to offer more space, bigger engine bay, and a larger
capacity trunk. While we were sad to see this style go, this platform lived on through the SN
body style until Fox Body Mustang Parts. More History. Fox Body Mustang History Check out
our YouTube channel for even more tech tips, installation videos, how-tos, and more. Published
on The term "Fox Body Mustang" has been around for decades and it has become a well known
chassis in the car community. LMR explains the history of the Fox Mustang and a few of the key
points in the journey of becoming one of the most well known Mustangs of all time. The
third-generation Mustang was produced by Ford from until It evolved through a number of
sub-models, trim levels, and drivetrain combinations during its production life. It underwent
updates for , and for a time seemed destined for replacement with a front-wheel drive Mazda
platform. However, company executives were swayed by consumer opinion and the rear-wheel
drive Mustang stayed, while the front wheel drive version was renamed the Ford Probe.
Enthusiasts group the generation into two segments: the â€” cars, with their quad headlight
arrangement, and the â€” cars, with their aerodynamic composite headlamps and front fascia
styling. Production ended with the introduction of the fourth-generation Mustang SN for the
model year. The model year Mustang was based on the Fox platform. This chassis was "Ford's
initiative to build a one-size-fits-all car to serve as a two-door sports car and a four-door family
car" with its initial use by the larger Ford Fairmont and Mercury Zephyr twins that debuted in
the model year. Two trim levels were available: the base model and the more luxurious Ghia
model. The Cobra appearance package also made its debut in and would continue through both
the and model years. The Cobra 17, produced featured black grille, trim and moldings with the
exception of the sail panels which were painted body color , as well as black lower body paint.
The door handles, door locks, antenna, and roof drip rail were bright. Color-coordinated dual

pinstripes in the wraparound body-side moldings and bumpers, as well as COBRA decals on
the doors were standard. All Cobras came equipped with a small, center mount non functional
hood scoop to provide clearance for the air cleaner due to the turbocharged 2. Rear spoilers
were not included on the models, as they made their debut on the mid year introduction of the
Indianapolis Pace Car replica. The Cobra 5, produced and the Cobra 1, produced received a new
front bumper and air dam with fog lights, non functional cowl-type hood scoop, and rear spoiler
all carried over from the earlier Pace Car replicas. Graphics included belt-line stripes, a
redesigned hood decal, and "COBRA" decals on both the side quarter windows and the rear
spoiler. Exterior trim on both the and Cobras was black, including the door handles, key locks,
antenna, and sail panels. Interior Cobra specific parts on all ''81 Cobras included "Engine
Turned" dash bezels and three COBRA emblems - one in each door panel and one on the
passenger side dash bezel. Drivetrains consisted of the 2. Ford commemorated this event with a
mid-year "Indy " Pace Car version 10, produced. All were finished in two-tone pewter and black
with orange and red graphics. The front end featured a unique front air dam with fog lights, and
a full length cowl type hood scoop, while the rear end got the new for rear spoiler all of these
additions carried over to both the and Cobra. The black interior featured Recaro seats with
patterned black and white inserts. Available were the 2. The production cars included a sunroof.
The removable panel roof option would not become an available option until the model year. In ,
the Cobra model was dropped in favor of the Mustang GT, which returned after 13 years. This
would garner the slogan, "The Boss is Back! The GT included the front air dam with fog lamps
and the rear spoiler from the Pace Car and the and Cobras. However, the full length hood scoop
from those models did not carry over and the smaller Cobra hood scoop made its return on the
GT. Only four colors were offered on the GT model and they consisted of dark red, bright red,
silver, and black. The 5. It also formed the basis for the "SSP" Special Service Package cars that
were used by government and police law enforcement, and were almost exclusively ordered in
the 2-door sedan bodystyle. The 4. The Ghia model was discontinued. All were carried over from
the Mustang II line. Supplies of the 2. The automaker had plans this engine would usher in a
new era in performance. The 2. The was the only V8 offered in and The was mated only with the
three-speed automatic transmission. This meant the 2. The turbo 2. It was dropped for in the
United States, while remaining available in Canada. An improved version would return in the
new-for Turbo GT. The Traction-Lok limited-slip differential was available for the first time in ,
with all engine combinations. A five-speed manual option arrived late during the model year,
originally only in the 2. While most of the Mustang was carried over in late for , there were some
changes and improvements on the then five-year-old "Fox-platform" model. The front fascia
was restyled with a more rounded nose and reshaped grill. New, wider horizontal taillights with
dedicated amber turn signals replaced the vertical sectioned units. This was also the first
Mustang to the use the "Blue Oval" Ford emblem on the exterior, both front and rear. Ford
added a convertible to the Mustang line for , after a nine-year absence. The majority of the
convertibles were equipped with the new 3. The turbocharged 2. Sales of the Turbo GT were
hurt by a higher base price but lower performance than the 5. The 3. They featured red GT
rocker stripes and tri-bar Pony emblems on the front fenders. A new "Quadra-Shock" rear
suspension, which replaced the slapper bars with horizontally mounted axle shocks, became
available after a few months of production. After , the TRX option was retired for the Mustang.
The new Mustang SVO appeared first in and was produced through Four-wheel disc brakes,
inch wheels, and an SVO-specific bi-plane rear spoiler were a few of the differences between the
SVO and the rest of the Mustang line. The unique front fascia featured an offset hood intake
duct for the turbo intercooler and a grill-less nose with sunken single rectangular sealed beam
headlamps, flush inboard parking lamps and wraparound outer turn signal lamps. The front end
was intended to use flush aerodynamic composite headlamps with replaceable bulbs, but these
had not been approved by the US DOT in time for production. For , the front fascia was restyled
with a grill-less nose with a horizontal air intake slot. This would be the last carbureted V8 in the
Mustang. In , the Mustang GT saw drivetrain including a new The 7. Central fuel injection was
used on the non-turbo 2. The federally-mandated center high-mounted brake light was mounted
on the now-standard rear spoiler for hatchbacks, inside the bottom of the rear window of the
notchback and on the rear edge the standard luggage rack on convertibles. The Mustang, using
the 4. Johnson had a race win in the Group A support race for the Australian Grand Prix , as
well as several placings in the and Australian Touring Car Championships. Both the coupe and
the hatchback body styles were offered. These Mexican built Mustangs had a hybrid appearance
from until , using some Mercury Capri body parts. The model had a Capri front fascia, whereas
the model had the standard Mustang front fascia. The Capri body style was used for the â€”
hatchback models which featured a "bubble" glass hatch lift gate, Capri taillights, and Capri
wide fenders, although models had the regular Mustang front fascia. A SVO option was

available for the model. By the mids, Mustang sales were slumping. Sales were over , units a
year, but were minimal compared to previous numbers. Ford believed that the Mustang had lost
its place in the market. They subsequently announced that they would replace the rear-wheel
drive Mustang with a Mazda -derived front-wheel-drive version. Mustang fans quickly responded
and sent Ford hundreds of thousands of letters, asking them to continue production of the
rear-wheel drive Mustang. Ford responded by continuing production of the rear-wheel drive
Mustang, and proceeded to rename the front-wheel-drive version as the Probe , which ended up
being a replacement for the Escort-based Ford EXP. In August , the Mustang received a facelift
for the model year on both the interior and exterior. The front end was restyled to look more like
the SVO which gave the car more of an "Aero" look, in keeping with Ford's overall modern
styling direction. The interior received an all new dash, center console and revised seat and
door trim. Taillights on the LX were revised with clear lenses for the turn signals while the GT
now wore specific body-colored triple louvered lenses. The quarter glass windows lost their
louvers and now sported a single larger flush piece of glass lettered with "Mustang" at the
bottom rear corners. V8-powered Mustangs received E7TE heads and forged aluminum pistons
with valve reliefs in , as opposed to the flat-tops used in the previous year. No major changes
were seen for , although the T-top roof option for hatchbacks was discontinued midyear. For ,
the Mustang's speed density computer system was replaced with a mass air system Mustangs
sold in California also had the MAF system. This change slightly reduced factory horsepower,
but it made Mustangs much easier to modify. Ford's only gesture at a 25th Anniversary Mustang
was small, a passenger-side dashboard emblem with galloping-horse logo affixed to all models
built between 27 March , and the end of model-year For , Mustang added a new steering wheel
featuring an airbag, and a revised lower driver's-side dash panel with knee bolster. The
available tilt-steering wheel, however, was discontinued in favor of the revised airbag-equipped
steering column. A limited run of 5. Ford, already having produced 4, vehicles 2, with the AOD
four-speed automatic overdrive, and 1, with the T-5 five-speed manual transmission , released
them for dealer availability. Revamped interior quarter panels for the model year did away with
the side armrests for rear seat passengers, but gained large speaker panels for improved sound
quality for the stereo. Door map pockets and clear coat paint also became standard for the
Mustang, along with the availability of optional leather interior trim. The model year changes to
the 2. A revised roof for the convertible allowed the top to fold closer to the body. V8-equipped
models received new 16" five-spoke 'star' alloy rims. This estimate was more accurate given the
previous power ratings were made before the addition of the mass air flow system, minor
revisions in the camshaft profile, and other various small changes made throughout the
production run. The seldom used individual power window switches, mounted within the
quarter panel speaker grilles in the back seat of convertible models, were removed. Control for
the rear power windows were now relegated to the driver's door switch panel. The black bumper
rub strips and side moldings on LX models were now body-colored. Also for , Limited Edition
models featured a Chrome Yellow exterior with black or white leather interior, or a Vibrant white
exterior with white leather interior. A Cobra R model was also produced for that used the same
engine as the regular Cobra. It featured larger brakes, Koni shocks and struts , engine oil cooler
, power steering cooler, and rear seat delete. Options such as air conditioning and a stereo
system were not available on the Cobra R. Production of the third generation Mustang
concluded in September The Mustang was the first for a CD player to be optional from the
factory. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article: Ford Mustang. Main
article: Ford Probe. Archived from the original on 10 July Retrieved 3 March World Cars Herald
Books. How to Tune and Modify Your Ford 5. MotorBooks International. Retrieved 13 December
Mustang - The Original Pony Car. Krause Publications. Performance Probe Ford. Archived from
the original on 7 February Motorbooks International. Retrieved 14 November Retrieved 3 April
Ford Mustang production models and variants. Hidden categories: CS1 Spanish-language
sources es Use dmy dates from April Articles with short description Short description is
different from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Jack Telnack [2]. FR layout. Ford
Mustang second generation. Ford Mustang fourth generation. LTD II. Custom Super Deluxe.
Custom Deluxe. Galaxie Mainliner. Fairlane Galaxie Galaxie XL. Galaxie LTD. Station wagon. Del
Rio. Ranch Wagon. Country Sedan. Country Squire. Personal luxury. LTD Crown Victoria.
Crown Victoria. Sport compact. Escort ZX2. Fiesta ST. Focus ST. Focus RS. Sports car. See the
Birth of the Fox Mustang here. Jack had brought the age of aerodynamics to Ford despite being
warned against it with this new Fox Body Mustang. Despite being born into OPEC, high gas
prices, fuel rationing and crises of confidence the 3rd generation Mustang is still considered a
very important piece of Mustang history. From turbo 2. While Saleen was only ramping up,

Summit Ford dealership had started selling a special edition Mustang called the Dominator GT
and had three stages of modifications and a seriously beefed-up 5. It was this team that created
the SVO Mustang. DECH soon dominated in S. They were hyping the turbo 2. They
experimented with a marine cam and a 4 barrel cam for power but ended up using an old Ford
Torino cam. The 5. The Fox Body had a year run and although Ford had some subtle changes
over the years, most people divide the fox Mustang into two design categories. In we saw the
return of the convertible. The running horse hood emblem was replaced with the Ford oval logo.
The 83 model year started with the taillights that wrapped closer to the license plate and a
rounder more sleek nose. Not to mention the beginning of the classic stainless dual exhaust
tips on the LX models! The LX had a simple slot design with a small Ford oval logo. Some say
the 3 rd gen Mustang really inspired the aftermarket performance parts industry. Being a
favorite by weekend warriors, the fox Mustang became the staple car of the performance
industry. This is why, 24 years later, the fox body is still a favorite for racing enthusiasts, even
drift and in some cases road course. Today, more than ever, you can practically buy anything
for your Mustang thanks to its popularity and success. If you think the Mustang II was bad!?
Ford swallowed their pride and changed their strategy and the Ford Probe was born and
planned to debut in Even today in , the Mustang brand is as powerful as ever and still a RWD
platform. After 15 years, the fox platform was retired and replaced with the SN95 which had a lot
of things in common with the fox body platform. You could say the SN95 is a modified version
of the fox as they both basically even shared the same floor pans. The pushrod 5. There are a
lot of restomod fox bodies with modular 4. Today, the newest fox body Mustang is 24 years old!
And the problem with that is, despite the fox Mustangs popularity and production numbers, not
many are left in clean factory condition so their values have been on the upswing. Have a
YouTube search on the stock Coyote class, where they swap in modern 5. If you liked this
article, please share with your friends and local fox mustang enthusiasts groups. Next up, learn
about the fox Mustang special editions we got from 79 to It sits in my garage waiting on
restoration. Thanks for this great article. I have a Fox 5. I bought it January of from the original
owner a 64 year old man. Great article!! The Fox body is starting to get the credit it deserves. No
one knows about these cars.. You completely missed the Summit Ford Dominators. They
started it all in before the rest of them an were all about being the fastest Mustangs out there!
Thank you for your suggestion. I updated the article since I got a lot of emails about not
mentioning the SVO as well. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Changes in Design The Fox Body had a
year run and although Ford had some subtle changes over the years, most people divide the fox
Mustang into two design categories. The 4 th Generation, What Came Next? What to Read Next?
You may also like. March 5, February 22, There are 6 comments 6 comments. Chris Tillman
March 1, at am. James Griffin March 2, at am. Daniel March 2, at pm. Steve March 3, at am.
Foxnutcase Author March 3, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. We at LMR provide all the info needed to make this process go smoothly. The Coyote
engine has proven itself to be a nice combination of fuel efficiency and reliability while still
putting out a lot of power. This great balance has landed this engine as one of the most popular
engine swaps. In addition, the Fox Body is a very light vehicle coming in around 3, pounds
which is much lighter than the Mustangs of today. This in turn will give the Fox that much more
power gains. In conclusion, this led the Fox Body initially to come with a pushrod engine
instead of the modular coyote engine. NOTE: Please keep in mind this is a general list of coyote
swap parts because there are so many ways to perform the swap. Also, check out our product
page below to get a more in-depth list of some additional swap parts to give you more variety
with your build! Coyote cars had electric power steering, so there's no provision for power
steering pumps. The addition of power steering requires custom brackets to add the pump.
Therefore, this is the reason why one would choose the SVED is because of the desire to run
power steering and accessories from a In addition, we have other options from KRC and Ford
racing for adding power steering if so desired. A stock Coyote oil pan can be used if an
aftermarket K-member is used. This swap pan is required if using the stock k-member. Stock
Coyote oil filters and coolers require removal or relocation of the front sway bar. These videos
and articles are a must-watch if you have any inclination of a Coyote swap for either your Fox
Body or SN95 Mustang. This video series includes a mass of technical info and install videos to
assist with any or all your swap needs. We hope that you enjoyed our detailed article of coyote
swapping your Fox Body! Show More Show Less. Share this article! Mustang Coyote Engines.
Ford Performance 5. Mustang Coyote Engine Control. Ford Racing 5. Mustang Coyote Engine
Accessories. Starter Bolts 4. Coyote Engine Accessory Drive Parts. Ford Performance Boss
Alternator Kit 5. Coyote Engine Cooling Parts. Lower Radiator Hose 5. Motorcraft Upper
Radiator Hose 5. Upper Radiator Hose 5. Thermostat Housing T-Connector Hose 5. Coyote

Swap Starters. Coyote Engine Oil Parts. Ford Oil Pan Gasket 5. Moroso Coyote Swap Oil Pan 5.
Coyote Engine Fuel System Parts. Coyote Swap Drivetrain Components. Coyote Swap
Bellhousings. Manual Bellhousing Spacer Plate 4. Ram Flywheel - Billet Steel - Ram Flywheel Aluminum - ARP Flywheel Bolts 5. Coyote Swap Hydroboost Plumbing. Coyote Brake
Conversions. Coyote Swap Conversion Hardlines. Coyote Swap Engine Exhaust. Prothane
Urethane Motor Mounts 4. Project Mercury Rising. Helpful Links. Fox Mustang Restoration
Saving the Foxes one part at a time! Fox Mustang Restoration has been Saving the Foxes since
We are dedicated to the restoration and preservation of Mustangs. We have a passion for
Fox-Bodies unlike anyone else in the business. This passion fuels our mission to provide
quality parts at a great price. We know that you are not just bolting parts on; you are bringing to
life a part of history, a part of your history. We know that somewhere along the way a Fox-Body
grabbed a hold of you and never let go. We know that because we feel the same way. We also
know that it can be difficult to find all of the parts you need to get your ride back on the road
and looking good. To better serve you, not only do we offer a complete line of quality
reproduction parts we also have a large stock of NOS parts New Old Stock - brand new, original
Ford parts that are no longer available through Ford as well as good used parts. These
additional resources are incredibly valuable when it comes to finding those pieces that are not
being reproduced or the reproductions just don't look like the original. Whether your vision is
concours, modified or just a nice driver we can help you find what you need! When you make a
purchase with us you are not only improving the look and feel of your Fox-Body, but you are
also helping us fight the good fight to keep these cars on the road. Thanks for Helping us Save
the Foxes! Holiday Schedule:. Christmas Day: Closed. New Year's Day: Closed. Gift Certificate.
The Fox-body Ford Mustang is one of the most enduring muscle car icons. Throughout its near
year reign, the Mustang remained remarkably true to its original concept: a V-8 engine at the top
of the spec sheet, a choice between notch, hatch, and convertible body styles, and, of course,
rear-wheel drive. To get the skinny on how to identify which cars are worth saving, what models
are thin on the ground, and how to avoid common Mustang pitfalls, we spoke with long-time
Fox-body builders and restoration shops to get their first-hand advice. Fox-body Ford Mustangs
are not rare. Ford achieved peak production of this model during the initial model year, when a
whopping , examples left the factory. In total, 2. From â€”86 the car featured quad headlights,
which were replaced by a single headlight on each side from â€” There are passionate
defenders of both looks. The four-eyed cars are interesting due to the sheer number of changes
and updates that were made during their run as Ford tried to figure out the sweet spot in the
affordable performance market. This early run witnessed a pair of V-8 engines, an unusual
straight-six, a four-cylinder, the brief usage of the Cobra nomenclature, the introduction of the
iconic GT trim level, the short-lived SVO turbo, the convertible model, and fuel injection. The
long-running GT which featured the most elaborate body cladding and stiffest suspension first
appeared in but would get a hp High Output motor in with roller cams and a four-barrel carb,
around the same time that the LX which vacillate between base and comfort-oriented features
also became a permanent addition to the order sheet. Of the usual suspects, the least common
cars are 5. The easiest to find? Almost any model year GT packing a 5. True rarities are also out
there. The GT commemorative edition with the turbo sensing a trend here? The latter featured
Koni shocks, a strut tower brace up front, and a number of other chassis upgrades to please the
racing crowd and also deleted the rear seat, air conditioning, radio, and sound insulation from
the equipment list. The weirdest of the rare Foxes is definitely the 7-UP convertible, which Ford
dumped on the scene in after a failed marketing campaign with the soft drink company resulted
in a pair of green Mustangs with white topsâ€”originally intended as prizesâ€”having no place
to go. Ford took that fizzy bunch and ran with it, and although the original plan had been to
build only 30 examples, of the 7-Up cars were produced. Steve Saleen made a mark on the Fox
world with Saleen Mustangs , both as complete cars and as an array of performance parts and
aerodynamic add-ons for the body. Almost exclusively notchbacks with perhaps five hatches
ordered , roughly a thousand of these vehicles hunted down speeders over the years as more
and more states got with the Mustang program. You can find the vehicle identification number
on â€”86 cars in the following places, in either decal or metal plate form: inner door B-pillar,
dashboard seen through the windshield , inner front fenders typically fender removal required
to view , and radiator support. From â€”93, you can also find VIN tags on the door bottoms,
inside, under, or on the front and rear bumpers, on the inside of the hood near the passenger
side, under the hatch and trunk lid, and occasionally on some aero panels side skirts. The first
number represented the last digit of the model year, the second character denoted the assembly
plant F for Dearborn, R for San Jose , and then there was a 0 followed by a number that
indicated body style 2 for coupe, 3 for hatchback, 4 for Coupe Ghia, 5 for hatchback Ghia. Next
up was a letter to identify the engine it left the factory with, but this changed from one year to

the next. In , it was T for the 3. For , A indicated a four-cylinder, B the 3. In the Fox Mustang went
to a longer, digit VIN that would stay with it for the rest of production. Of course, there were
tweaks made to the above formula. Engine codes came and went as well; for , the 3. From
onwards, engine codes got a lot simpler as there were really only two options available: a
four-cylinder A or the 5. As mentioned above, the early years of the Fox saw Ford run through a
number of different engine options as the company measured customer response, got better at
producing horsepower under EPA regulations, and rose up to meet the challenges brought by
competitors from both Detroit the Camaro and overseas the Nissan ZX, Mitsubishi Starion, and
Toyota Celica Supra. For Ford was content to offer a 5. Briefly offered during the same year
were a hp, 2. The famed 5. With only horsepower on tap, it was hardly a paragon of
performance, which left the reliability-plagued turbo four as the only real choice for enthusiasts
although it, too, would disappear by the end of the year. By , however, the 5. Not all of these
engines were created equal, however, with output fluctuating from one model to the next. Of
most interest to collectors is the SVO Special Vehicle Operations version of the turbocharged
four-cylinder, which squeezed â€” horsepower out of the 2. The Mustang SVO also came with a
more aggressive suspension setup, a limited-slip rear differential, four-wheel disc brakes, and
unique rims, a special hood, and a blocked-off grille. Early on its production, the SVO was on
par with the GT in terms of factory horsepower, although by the 5. The true 5. The Cobra and
Cobra R , however, were good for an advertised horses. Any V-8 from this period was a huge
step up over the only other choice customers were offered: an anemic 2. From â€”93, stock
Mustang performance is going to be very, very close, regardless of the advertised output.
MAF-equipped engines are easier to modify for more power from a modern perspective, and are
more desirable to the drag and track crowd. Earlier cars â€”86 show a much wider variance,
especially when looking at turbo-fours and 5. The turbo-four has less support, but there are still
shops that service them and a reasonable online turning community surrounding them. The 4.
Cars from â€”93 are the ones we encounter the most often. Jarrod Shelburne of Late Model
Restorations , which is focused on bringing older Mustangs back to glory, agrees. Shelburne
says that mechanically the 5. Cars equipped with an 8. He also cautions against going too crazy
modifying the 5. Most people run a GT40, Edelbrock, or Trick Flow type of intake manifold,
which are fairly easy to spot, and there were a lot of combo kits that lumped everything
together, which means if you see a different intake you could be dealing with non-factory heads
too. If it was originally supposed to be a speed density car, look for a MAF, which will be in line
with the air intake of the vehicle, as this was a very popular conversion. The Fox-body Mustang
is a unibody car that was notorious for having the torsional stiffness of a wet piece of
cardboard. The torque box, where the rear suspension mounts to the body of the car, are a
known weak spot. The boxes themselves can be replaced, and there are plenty of reinforcement
kits available as well. Down south, hardtop cars stay clean on top, but on convertibles where
the top boot would be. There are, of course, items that are harder to find than others, especially
on early four-eyed cars. Taillight mounting points and designs also varied throughout
production, once again introducing issues when trying to retrofit an early car with late-model
indicators. The same can be said of the dashboards, which have little differences almost every
year. Some of these can affect the wiring harness too, like when the info deck on the older cars
changed positions. The â€”93 Ford Mustang is one of the most approachable classics on the
market. With so many built, the supply of clean restoration candidates is abundant, and
extensive aftermarket support and an engaged fan base for these vehicles also guarantees a
healthy number of tastefully updated or even expertly-tuned hi-po examples, too. Buying and
Selling. Buying a Fox-body Ford Mustang? A Story About. Your weekly dose of car news from
Hagerty in your inbox. See more newsletters Thanks for signing up. Sign up. More on this topic.
Brandan Gillogly. News car barn-find sale is ripe with Mazda rotary power Brandan Gillogly.
Share Leave comment. Read next Up next: Does your city have the worst roads in America?
Over the past 5 years, the Fox Body Mustang has exploded in popularity, especially with young
hot rodders. A Fox Body Mustang is a Mustang produced anywhere from to Why is it called a
Fox Body? I assume the Fox name has something to do with how Ford downsized their
vehicles. Back in the day, you would see Fox Body Mustangs around every corner. Even my
mother had a Fox Body back in the day, although she ended up totaling it. The day I came home
in my Fox Body she was dying to take a ride in it. What other cars can bring people from
completely different generations together? The only vehicle I can think that brings people
together like a Fox Body can is a Jeep. The long horizontal tail lights, the factory GT body kit,
the simple body lines. All you have is a steering wheel, pedals, gear shifter, and a basic radio.
What do I mean by this? Modern Mustangs come equipped with traction control, stability
control, line lock for burnouts, and ABS. The Fox Body Mustang has none of the above, your
right foot is the traction control. However, the Fox Body was almost always faster in a straight

line. The Fox Body weighs in around 3,, lbs depending on the model and body. The 3rd gen
Camaro weighs in around 3,, lbs. The Camaro had a more advanced rear suspension and
braking system, which makes it stop and handle a little better. But, these are American cars,
and most people never take their cars on a road course or Autocross. The 3rd gen Camaro LT
engine is based entirely off small-block Chevy engines before it. When it comes to the
aftermarket I would definitely say the small block Chevy is more popular. Both the Fox Body
Mustang and the 3rd gen Camaro are unbelievably fun to stoplight race. If you decide you need
to buy a Fox Body, be sure to read our Fox Body buying guide. This was the last generation
Mustang that was available in a fastback before the Mustang. In the eyes of the younger
generation, the Fox is incredibly good-looking. Performance shops such as Saleen put their
own twist on the body styling of the Fox Body. Arguably the best-looking body kit for the Fox
Body is the Cobra style body kit. The coupe is also about lbs lighter making it much more
popular with drag racers. The infamous 5. Back in the day, however, horsepower and ft-lbs of
torque were pretty decent. Torque is the same reason that everyone loves the Fiesta ST. The
torque pushes you back into your seat even at 2k RPM which is surprisingly fun. Luckily,
horses is actually a good amount considering the Fox Body weighs in at 3, lbs in stock form.
With a bit of weight reduction, a Fox Body can achieve a weight of under 2, lbs. That puts it on
par with a Mustang. For specifics visit: Fox Body Wikipedia. With such a light car, you can
imagine how fun this car is to drive around. The aftermarket parts are nearly endless, from
engine accessories to suspension components. Factory performance parts are extremely
abundant too since the Fox Body shares parts with newer Mustangs. Ford saw an opportunity
to get their foot in the aftermarket, and they created Ford Racing Performance Parts. They also
make the GTX aluminum cylinder heads which are actually pretty decent. The GT40 heads will
never flow as well as a true aftermarket set of heads, and the Ford Racing cams are also heavily
outdated. However, the Ford Racing components are dirt cheap compared to the normal
aftermarket prices for similar parts. One of the interchangeable parts between the Fox Body and
newer Mustangs is the Cobra independent rear suspension. The factory solid rear axle is known
for wheel hop which can make handling unpredictable. Other Cobra parts like the steering rack
are also easily interchangeable. Think about all the praise the Cobra gets but in the 3, lb Fox
Body chassis. There are countless amounts of companies that produce engine components,
suspension, and ascetic parts for your Fox Body. One of the biggest and best sources for Fox
Body parts is a company named American Muscle. Drag car? Drift car? Street cruiser? Well, you
can literally do anything you want to a Fox Body since Mustangs from to are almost identical
under the skin. You can plop in a built ci or even a larger engines like a w and build a drag car.
A mild little ci would make the perfect street cruiser. World famous drifter Vaughn Gittin Jr.
Maybe you want a canyon carver? He built his Fox Body with the sole purpose of canyon
carving and focused entirely on the chassis. He used fender flares to fit stupid wide tires at all 4
corners, a bunch of Cobra suspension parts and lots of chassis stiffening. His chassis first
approach with a nearly stock resulted in a relatively cheap car that shreds canyon roads. Pretty
much every modification has already be done and was well documented to help others. Plus,
with all the parts you can source from the Cobra, you can keep the factory reliability. For those
of you who hate the idea of a Chevy engine in a Ford, you could swap in a Coyote 5. Another
common swap is the 4. Young hot-rodders are scooping up Fox Body Mustangs left and right,
causing the prices to go up even more. Think of the Fox Body like a stock market.
Unfortunately, the prices are already rising. Ask yourself, have you ever wanted to go do donuts
and street racing just for the thrill? Have you ever been jealous of that one old guy in your
neighborhood who owns a classic car? Do you love the feeling of a cammed muscle car? If you
answered yes to any of those questions, then you need to start looking for a Fox Body. This is
somewhat unrepairable. Generally, the 5. The rear main seal is a common oil leak. Overall the
Fox Body chassis is extremely good in almost every way. With a plethora of ground effects to
choose from, it will always look sexy. It hammered Camaros back in the day, and still will today
if it has enough modifications. If you have the money to get a Fox Body, do it today, seriously. It
will be the best car you ever bought. Plus if you end up not liking it you could always hold on to
it for a few years and double your money. Let me know what you think of Fox Body Mustangs in
the comments below! I have a 87 mustang Gt built for drag racing and a TJ wrangler that i drive
every day. I love em both! I own a 92 foxbody and love it. While I love the modern ride and
amazing smooth power of my new one, I still get excited to drive my fox. I really enjoy the raw
feeling of it. I drove a foxbody Mustang for many years as a patrol car while working for the
California Highway Patrol. The car would scoot, and it was easy to jump up on speeders from a
dead stop with the 5-speed trans. The only drawback, the car floats at the top end of mph. It
could do the speed, but was not aerodynamically designed to go that fast. I could see how
amateurs could get into real trouble if they jerked the steering wheel, stabbed the brakes, or

even came off the gas to abruptly. Sounds like your talking from experience as a novice driver
pmsl â€¦mph would of taken half a day to get thereâ€¦. I bought my 90 GT in 89, drive it to work
every day and get compliments on it almost every time I stop somewhere. I got it 10 days after
my son was born, my wife had her baby and I went to get mineâ€¦â€¦now my son has his own
Fox. That is awesome, I bought my 90 Fox back in Feb of this year as my birthday gift. I have a
91 lx fastback big tire drag car powered by a big block Chrysler easiest way to go 10s car only
weighs lbs with driver and still has steal fenders, doors and factory bumpers. I also have been
offered a complete Chrysler drivetrain cheap. Is there much fabrication and cutting to fit this
setup in my fox?? Thanks in advance. Not a bad article. Far less planted to the wheels! The 89 is
getting ready to go back on the road. I have an 84 Lx vert 5. Bought my 93 LX Convertible 5. I
own 2 rare feature cars. They are both convertibles. One is white and the other is yellow with
white accents. I have owned them both for over 20 years and they are in amazing condition. I
own a Mercury Capri with a stroker and many other mods. I have a tremendous amount of fun
but no one wants to race a car that can do endless 2nd gear burnouts! I find those cars pretty
cool. I too owned an 85 Mercury Capri 5. I miss that car and they are rare to find these days!
God Bless! The reason they are called fox bodies is they were geared toward competition
against the volkswagen rabbit and foxs chase rabbits. Straight out of fox body recognition
guide. It now has a dss racing short block with tfs alum heads and edelbrock intake. I have been
in love with foxbodies ever since when i had a 87 GT beat my 86 Iroc. I traded the Z in the next
week and purchased a Black 88 GT and since then my passion in life has been foxbodies. I have
every MMFF magazine dating back to the 1st one ever published. My 84GT has been redone to
specifications and the local foxbody GURU at the local dealership can not tell its an I just picked
up an 87 convertible with a newer dark cherry paint job. Brand new. Hardly any rusted under
her. I plan on undercoating it soon. I own two foxbody Mustangs that are being featured in a
new indie drag racing movie! Best bang for the buck of any muscle car. I am the original owner
of an 88 GT convertible. Purchased 3 20 Look that one up. I bought n my mid 20s n am now 5 pt
0 myself!!! New interior w 3A racing seats n a Fla 5. Been resprayed once w same 3 color combo
as original. White, gray w lt bkue stripe. Its in the blood! My 88 GT was my first child n love.
These new Mustangs owe their very existence to the gen that saved the Mustang, Fox. Fox ran
half the Mustangs very life! It was supposed to be bright yellow but ford decided not to use that
color because of problems. It only has miles on it now and you can eat off of every part of it.
When I bought it I drove it everywhere especially street racing am I allowed to say that the first 3
months I put 13, miles on it. Shameless plug with American muscle when there are mustang
only companies that have been in business for much much longer and actually design and
engineer their parts not just copy or resell them. Stumbled on this article and had to leave a
quick response. Thanks for the article. The fox mustangs hold a very special place in my heart.
When I was around 10 yo my father bought a fox. Low miles nice car. He kept it mainly garaged
for years. It was his gemâ€¦still is. Of course I never got to drive itâ€¦you know how fathers are.
So years later after a total loss situation with my only vehicle at the time I turn directly to the fox
nation. Foxes have brought my father and I closer than we have ever been. Once you catch the
fox bug it is a good thing. Cheers friends. What other car can bring people from completely
different generations together? The only vehicle I can think that brings people together like a
Fox can is a Jeep. I have a Mustang GT 5. I had 5. I lost the car do to a part hungry friend who
strip the car. Ever since then I dreamed about getting another fox. My dreams came true that
same friend sold me an 5. Love the article, big fox fan here, I got the mustang script found on
the bumpers of stangs tattooed on my arm. First car was an 85 hatch with a Cleveland and a 9in,
then 87 gt vert,88 gt hatch, 81 Capri base, and my greatest score, a green and white 7up
convertible. And picked up on a steal. Just bought my 86 gt 3 weeks ago. I am 69 years and
what a thrill Built 5. Just wanted another mustang owned 65 v8 70 c 67 gt v8. This will be my car
until God calls me away! You want a muscle car? Buy a Dodge Charger. This hunk of junk looks
no different than any other ricer you see on the streets nowadays, and is the farthest you can
get from a muscle car. Is it just me, or are are these abominations among the ugliest cars ever
built? And I love Mustangs, just not these â€” they all look like K-Cars. Fill your boots boys, to
each his own I always say, but in my view the most eye-pleasing are and I had a 85 4cyl 4 speed
notch and a mind built 86 t top. The 85 was neat but the 86 would down right FLY. I had it for
two weeks and traded it for a 79 elcamino 38th a stiffed in it and of regreted it since day 1. I liked
your comments on the seven reasons to love a fox body. I have a LX 4cyl in rough condition but
would like to sell it could you help me in acquiring a buyer? Kids love wife loves it in storage for
winter. It has a some mild mods with 50, original miles. And I walk away from stock camaros
and coyotes. Love the foxbody, extremely fun. Bought my son a Fox for his first car. He has
spent the past 3 years building it and finally hit the street and track this past summer. We
swapped a carbed 5. This was with crazy wheel spin through 1st and well into 2nd gear. So far

this winter he has stepped it up with race ported heads, a nitrous system, a little larger carb,
and a set if lightweight wheels with drag slicks and skinnies. Car is an absolute riot to drive and
draws tons of attention. Sounds like an awesome car. What a great way to start out. Build it
from the ground up with some hard work more rewarding than handing him a brand new
expensive turn key stang. Still have my for 25 yrs my son is 15 and likes to help work on it
probably pass it to him or find another fox too have fun guys! The only thing that is missing to
the fox is a new all wheel drive systemâ€¦ The brakes sucks,the suspension sucks,,cant turn..
You have to know your limits with stock setup Mpg not a big deal bad mpg in an awesome fox is
better than 50 mpg in a crappy Prius anyday! Probably the worst era of Mustang, except the
years previous. I mean, a sleeper needs to be truly a non-sports car with the engine of one, not
a sports car that is designed to look like a god-awful 2 seater hatchback. I still have my gt
bought in 92 80, mi drive every day only 3mi to work usual bolt on mods not afraid to scratch it
and mash the gas! Comp cam, heads and exhaust. Lucky to be a built JEEP wrangler owner as
well. Best of both worlds! Keep on Stangin people!!!! Fun article! Because the FOX platform was
used for the Fairmont till the Mustang and 13 other carlines including station wagons. Of course
there are tons of inner changable parts. I like how these foxes are being more and more talked
about. I enjoyed this article. I think the 5. You can feel the seat shake with the lope of the cam at
idle and hear the burble of the exhaust. The bottom end torque makes the car fun accelerating
from a stoplight. It is easy to spin the tires if you want to, even without dumping the clutch.
Power-shifting is not too hard to master and rewards you with a satisfying bark from the rear
tires. Driving the 5. I have an 87 GT T-Top. I ve owned two foxs in high school 89LX 5.
Absolutely loved them tons of memories made in these foxbodys lol I just recently purchased a
89Gt and will end up giving it to my son in two years. Stangs 4life. Original everything except
had to replace the tires a few times, the clutch and the radiator once.. So fun to drive, best car
everâ€¦. I had no idea that mustangs are similar to Legos in that you can literally do anything
you want with it. I can see why it would be fun to have a custom made car with the features you
want. I have been thinking about getting a new car that I can really design to fit my personality. I
own an all original except for headers and exhaust lx 5. White on white. Has the factory pony
rims. I believe its the 25th anniversary. I wanna do a rebuild on the motor oneday. I use nothing
but the expensive fuel. I always seem to beat the ones with mods and stuff. So I like to keep it
stalk and unmolested.. Ponys where introduced in I own a 89 ssp coup, with a fully built and
minor weight reduc a. I am 78 ,years old, have been drag racing since I was The SSP will usually
blow the doors off of most street cars. These cars keep me young besides giving me a thrill
every time I can find a street drag. Not exactly the most attractive car on the planet. Good
performance potential but screams Ford Escort. I have a 89gt convertible replaced the roof,new
radiator, alternator, suspension, clutch brakes, wiring and spark plugs. I bought my Fox 5.
Original owner. Pristine condition! Still love it. I love Mustangs, but full disclosure: I have never
driven a fox-body. It really does seem like it would be a fun car to drive. The problem is, of
course, that it is absolutely one of the ugliest things a company ever decided to mount on 4
wheels. I have seen sleeker wheelbarrows in my lifetime. That front nose looks completely out
of place with the oversize headlights. And the GT ground effects are gaudy. They just need
better rims than what was available. A classic would be a Mustang Convertible, C, C6, 3. The
only year you could get the real ram air option and the only year for the wheels! Arguably the
best looking factory fox. A random Craigslist find that I basically stole. Even still has the air
silencer. A rare occurrence in these cars. I will never ever sell my 93 Cobra. Always wanted one
and finally got it. I seriously might have to be buried in this thing. Proud owner.. AND I agree
with the guy from the comment above mine, that I might just have to be buried in this thing,
thats the only way I can rest in peace! I embarrassed every fox body Mustang I ever ran up
against. Anyone who says this is an attractive car is blind and you keep saying how great it can
be if you do all these things to it. And a unibody for a true hot rod are you kidding? How can
you even call it a muscle car? The highest horsepower rating I saw you mentioned in your long
article was My daily driver Subaru has My dad had a 65 Mustang with a tweaked It also walked
all over fox bodies. Everybody lining up to snatch those from the crushed hu. Just bought my 5.
I have owned a Cobra for 13 years now. It has 15k on the odometer, and save for exhaust and 3.
I have won best of show at Ford dealer car shows and 1st place in class countless times. I am
always afraid to drive the car for fear of theft or accident not by my fault. So I just recently
purchased a GT that had a ton of performance mods including a supercharger, aluminum
heads, lumpy cam, tremec TKO etc etc. Only issue is the interior was absolutely unsalvageable.
Ill be putting in Corbeu seats front and rear and completely restoring interior. I love fox bodies
and have always said they would increase in value. Cheers to all who appreciate them! I bought
my 5. I sold my 89 convertible that I had built 11 years ago,replaced it with a c5 corvette that I
kept till this past May. I have regretted selling my mustang ever since. Woke up one day a

couple weeks ago, found it for sale on face book! Bought it back same day,Needs a ton of work;
and now I am looking forward to restoring it with my 8 year old son! I bought an 89 LX
Convertible that needed work and sold the Mitsu the same day. See there are happy endings
and car shows. Decided to redo the exterior and interior. I have been debating whether or not i
should buy this one Mustang my neighbors selling. A bit of work but i see potential. After
reading this article, im more hyped than ever. Thanks for sharing! Luckily a yr later I found a
non running,rust free and in nice shape,4cyl 93 lx and saved it from certain doom in a
scrapyard, I literally stopped them from putting it on a flatbed with only minutes to spare! After I
swapped all the good stuff from the GT, and added some sweet new goodies, I was back in the
drivers seat of a quick and sexy road car. Fox body under 5k? So it was released in America as
the Fairmont. They finally got it right with the Focus; now almost all their vehicles are world
based. Can someone please tell me why the hell those cars from that period stood higher at the
front, lower at the back???? It looks horrible and old! I have owned my for 24 years and it is the
best looking car on the road. It will never leave my possession and I never had any issues
beating any Camaro or Corvette thrown my way â€” I love when people doubt the little I had an
80 at one point compleate backyard redneck build but i enjoyed it was originally a 4cyl torbo car
could tell because it had the turbo hood and a indicator light in the dash but someone dropped
an old in it, no speed eqipment but i had fun with ithad its problems of course due to the
redneck swap however i did enjoy the car. Original owner of 88 GT hatchback. Love the car but
have lost interest since being widowed and no one to enjoy it with. Only take it out a couple
times a summer now. All original even tires, miles, light grey, automatic. Debating on selling it.
Any comments on what I should ask if I decide to part with it? I have a 86 Gt with 44k miles all
orignal. The body has no rust but the paint has some chips on it. I have been debating should I
leave it original or repaint. Anyone care to share opinions? I would leave it as is. My Mustang
looks like it was once red but was silver when I got it. I just want to drive it and drive it hard. I
bought my 92 GT auto in 92 had it two months and all hell broke loose in the quest for more HP
3. My son and I just bought a Fox Mustang with 5. The car is a blast to drive and turns a lot of
heads. Guess I should have bought in ! Some great points are made. On the same point, the
aftermarket performance parts selection for the bowtie competition of that time period pails in
comparison to what became available for the SBF 5. Nitrous, superchargers and turbos too.
Getting into to chassis upgrades the aftermarket continues to support the notion that you can
take the Fox body in any direction you want, from street bruiser, to all out drag racer, from
autocross to road course. At this point, one thing is for certain, when you line up next to a Fox
body mustang, you never know what you are up against. I own a shelby MK2 convertible in
black and gold with radio delete option yup 1 of 70 one of 3 out of those 70 and 1 of 1 of those 3
I absolutely love it I take it to the rod run in Tennessee best car of my life. Traded that for an 86
GT Grey 5spd short lived. Put an order in December of 88 for 89 LX 5. Got the car in March of
Orders back then took awhile depending on color options etc. Was surprised the car came in
with a mph speedo.. That car probably was the quickest I owned. Today I have an 87 white 5.
Cheers to all the FOX Fans! Thanks for the Great Article brings back many memories! I got a 88
gt love it and never will part with it. I can hear a fox a mile away best cars ever period! Middle
finger to all the haters!! Headlight washers, 1 of a kind dash, interior, taillights, etc. Fox rocks!
Owned my Fox hatchback 21 yrs. Modified it to horsepower after daily driving it to â€¦. Would
never sell, replace, or trade. JD-Yellow Fox. Let me tell you charger owners, chargers were dead
for some 40 years and still today are,slow as heck if not for their humongous engines. I kept her
mostly stock but wish to afford the money to make her a track ready car. Just the huge
aftermarket support and popularity talks by themselves, and they ARE beautiful specially when
they got a nice set of wheels and stance. Haters gonna hate lol. An elderly guy and his wife
garaged it always the last 10 years. Lived in small town in IA and drive it only to the city golf
course never in winter. Still has the original white boot! I told my wife i bet we see even this with
the 2. I eat boosted cars all the time. Built for nitrous too. Bought a GT brand new and still have
it today. Garaged it shortly after full paint and body resto many years ago. Only change was
straight dual exhaust and swapped the metric for 90 cobras still have the original TRX rims.
Finally am retiring and cant wait to get it back on the road. My first car was an 82 gt that my dad
gave me. He drove it for a few years. I loved that car and someone hit me and totaled it. A few
years after the 82 I bought an 85 gt T top car. I was young and it was my daily driver so I got rid
of it cause I was always broke. I still have and drive my pony once a week or every other
weekend. My Foxbody Mustang was our marriage chariot in and today together with my original
Foxy wife how could anyone have a better life story! I love these cars we currently have 3
foxbody mustangs and a ltd2 foxbody chassis car these bring back time and alot of old
memorys. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Currently you have JavaScript disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure

JavaScript and Cookies are enabled, and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to
enable JavaScript in your browser. What is a Fox Body Mustang? Summary Overall the Fox
Body chassis is extremely good in almost every way. About Bryce Cleveland Articles. Bryce
founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in as a way to write about the cars he found
interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce. Yupâ€¦if your days are 40 seconds longâ€¦.
Hi there William. Not selling it any time soon. I have an 84 gt convertable little over miles always
garaged. I currently own a 91 Lx with a few mods! Love it! Owned for 12 years not going
anywhere! I have a all original concours triple white Feature convertible. I have an 82 the first
year and an 86 both cars restored. Love my Fox, built for the corners! Check her out on my
blog. The passionate Fox dides n clubs saved our beloved Pony car. You welcome dudes!!! Erik
I ve owned two foxs in high school 89LX 5. Im the second owner.. I have one a fights body 5. I
acquired a convertible with a 4cyl with 8 spark plugs. Whole lotta fun. I have it for cruising drop
too. Picked it up inexpensive before the rushâ€¦. The Fox body has to be one of the ugliest POS
cars ever built. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. The term
"Fox Body Mustang" has been around for as long as we can remember. Do you know why it is
called a Fox? LMR explains how these Mustang's got their name. Introduced in , and used
Ford's Fox chassis platform. The Fox platform is the longest-produced vehicle architecture by
Ford Motor Company. This featured a rear wheel drive, unibody chassis designed for compact
and mid-sized vehicles. This model Mustang included years This was all to replace the Ford
Falcon style vehicles of the s. At the end of the s, most manufacturers were looking to downsize
their vehicles. Ford followed suit by expanding their Fox platform for redesigning their vehicles,
the Ford Mustang being one of them. The Fox platform was used in the Ford Mustang lineup
from Years before it's initial release, the Fox Mustang was already taking shape. With concerns
of fuel economy and vehicle sizes shrinking, Ford engineers were hard at work designing a
Mustang that met all of the current trends and customer demands. In the mid 's, three Ford
design teams, two from Dearborn, MI and one from a Ghia studio in Italy started competing to
give the Fox Mustang some shape. In late , sketches and clay models were being brought to life
and showing the creativity of the redesigned Mustang. The design teams came up with what
people considered a sportier Mustang II. These early renderings featured traditional styling but
introduced a few new concepts such as square bucketed headlights, lower stance, and an
upright grille. While the Fox was taking shape from these design teams, there was still much to
be improved on. In May of , the Fox was chosen as the official pace car of the Indianapolis Ford
introduced a "Indy " Pace Car model mid-year to celebrate this accomplishment. Only 10, Pace
Cars were made and included various new features. The Pace Car's new features includes a
unique front air dam with fog lights, full length cowl type hood scoop, a new spoiler, black
interior with Recaro seats, and either a 2. The production cars were manufactured with a factory
sunroof while the actual pace cars featured a t-top. Following it's debut year, the Fox Body
Mustang did not see too many changes from the model. Starting in , the iconic 5. This is to
conserve fuel to meet consumer demands at the time. High back bucket seats were introduced
along with multiple colored interior options, brighter halogen headlights, and a few other
options. The Cobra package was also offered through and was dropped in to make way for the
Mustang GT return. WIth the introduction of the new Fox in , Ford brought back the Cobra
model where only 17, were produced. This Cobra model featured black trim and grille area,
chrome door handles, stainless steel lock sets, stainless steel antenna, aluminum roof drip rail,
body colored sail panels, black lower body-side paint, color-coordinated dual pinstriped in the
wraparound body style moldings and bumper grooves, an optional snake decal for the hood,
and Cobra lettering on the doors. Unlike the Cobras, the version did not feature a spoiler. It was
later added after the Pace Car package made it's debut. In and , the Cobra was revised with a
new front bumper and air dam featuring fog lights, a cowl type hood scoop, and the pace car
style spoilers. They can also be distinguished from the by the belt-line stripe, hood decal, and
COBRA decals on the side windows and rear spoiler. With the decline in big block motor
popularity and growing concerns of fuel economy, the California Highway Patrol requested
Mustangs to test as high speed enforcement vehicles in After an 18 month test of the Chevy
Camaro, the CHP decided not to keep them as a part of their fleet. The California Highway Patrol
adopted Mustangs into their fleet in with only 5 of them being Hatchback models. In , Ford
offered the Mustang to other law enforcement agencies and labeled them "Special Service
Package". Read more about the SSP Mustang. Ford engineers redesigned the sports car's
features by bringing back the convertible option. The front facia got a facelift with a more
rounded nose and a reshaped grille. The vertical sectioned taillights were replaced with a wider
horizontal design with a dedicated amber turn signal that gave the rear a much cleaner look.
The Mustang GT was released in sporting a four-barrel carburetor and a new intake manifold
that pushed the 5. A fuel injected, turbocharged 2. After failing sales of the 3. Read more about

the SVO Mustang. The also got a revision and was available in two options, a carburated 5. The
slapper bars and horizontally mounted axle shocks were ditched for a new Quadra-Shock rear
suspension. The front fascia got another redesign in with a grill-less nose and a horizontal air
intake slot. The Mustang GT engine bumped up to hp with the help of new E5AW cylinder heads,
a revised Holley four-barrel carburetor, a more aggressive roller camshaft, better flowing
exhaust manifolds, and a pseudo-dual exhaust system. In , Ford completely dropped the
carburetor engine for the new fuel injected rated at hp. Ford also ditched the 10" clutch for a
bigger The 7. The 2. Third brake lights were relocated to the standard rear spoiler on
hatchbacks, inside the bottom of the rear window on the coupes, and on the rear edge of the
luggage rack on convertible models. This sported a turbo 4 cylinder motor with unique body
panels, 5 lug axles and hubs, unique SVO interior, and many other small differences from the
production Mustangs of it's time. Eventually, it quickly made it into production for a short time.
After ditching the carbureted motors in , Ford designers completely facelifted the interior and
exterior Fox for a more modern look. The previously bucketed "4 eye" front fascia was replaced
with what was nicknamed the "Aeronose" which included a more modern 6 piece headlight and
either a fog light equipped GT bumper or a more conservative LX bumper. Rear amber turn
signals were ditched in the taillights and replaced with clear lenses for the turn signals on LX
models and a body-colored triple sectioned louver style lens. While the LX models sported a
sleek, more conservative look, the GT models got a full body kit. The GT's featured a bumper
with round fog lights, lower body side skirts, GT rear bumper, GT specific moldings, and 15"
turbine style wheels. Pushing the 5. The previously flat topped pistons were replaced with
forged aluminum pistons with valve reliefs making the new much stronger internally. The speed
density setup was discontinued in and replaced with a much easier to modify mass air flow
setup. This did drop the horsepower a bit but with the ease of adding more performance parts,
most enthusiasts didn't mind. The MAF system made modifications to the intake, engine, and
exhaust system easier to recognize and compensated for by the ECU allowing for correct air to
fuel ratios to make optimal power. Starting in , the driver's side airbag became standard along
with a small galloping horse logo on the passenger side dashboard. This was an ode to the 25th
anniversary of the Mustang. From The Fox Body Mustang did not receive too many changes due
to Ford focusing on a complete body redesign in A few important events did happen that would
give the last years of the Fox some extra importance. The contest was cancelled at the last
minute, leaving Ford with 4, special edition Mustangs. They decided to sell as is, giving birth to
the 7-up edition Mustang. Three special edition LX 5. The "Summertime" edition resulted in a
vibrant red with oxford white interior released in In , a vibrant yellow with black or white leather
interior and a vibrant white exterior with white leather interior. The forged aluminum pistons
dropped in for a hypereutectic piston. This offered more power, better features, and slick new
body styling. The 93 Cobra and Cobra R featured a 5. This was thanks to the new GT high
performance engine upgrades. Exterior wise, the Cobra featured a new Cobra rear bumper, front
bumper, side skirts, a unique Cobra rear spoiler, Cobra emblems, SVO style taillights, and a
special cobra grille insert. The Cobra R included larger brakes, Koni shocks and struts, engine
oil cooler, power steering cooler, and a rear seat delete. The air conditioning and a stereo
system wasn't offered on the Cobra R due to it's racing intended purposes. Only Cobra R's were
made while 4, Cobras were made. What Are GT40 Heads? What Is The Firing Order? Check out
our YouTube channel for even more tech tips, installation videos, how-tos, and more. The best
place to go for anything Mustang related! Show More Show Less. Share this article! What Is A
Fox Body? Who Is Jack Telnack? Jack Telnack was an upcoming star in Ford's design team in
the 's. He served as the vice president of design at Ford or Europe. Jack took the reigns of one
of the design teams and questioned the use of the traditional styling versus the upcoming
European styling. The European styling had made it to the paper sketches but were never into
the physical models. This gave Jack's team the motivation to ditch the traditional styling and
introduce some non-traditional styling that would lead them to design a winning design in This
highlighted safety, fuel economy, interior space, improved aerodynamics, and reducing total
weight in mind. The first Fox offered 5 different engine options. These were the 2. With the
larger Fox platform, engineers were able to offer more space, bigger engine bay, and a larger
capacity trunk. While we were sad to see this style go, this platform lived on through the SN
body style until Fox Body Mustang Parts. More History. Fox Body Mustang History Check out
our YouTube channel for even more tech tips, installation videos, how-tos, and more. Published
on The term "Fox Body Mustang" has been around for decades and it has become a well known
chassis in the car community. LMR explains the history of the Fox Mustang and a few of the key
points in the journey of becoming one of the most well known Mustangs of all time. Skip to main
content. Related: mustang lx 5. Include description. Automatic 1 Items 1. Manual 4 Items 4.
Body Type. Convertible 3 Items 3. Coupe 1 Items 1. Not Specified 1 Items 1. Model Year. Exterior

Color. Blue 1 Items 1. Red 2 Items 2. White 2 Items 2. For Sale By. Dealer 3 Items 3. Private
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Engine Size. Number of Cylinders. Not Specified 3 Items 3. Vehicle Mileage. Less than 36, miles
1 Items 1. Less than 50, miles 3 Items 3. Less than 75, miles 4 Items 4. Less
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range. Buying Format. All Listings 5. Accepts Offers 4. Auction 1. Buy It Now 2. Item Location.
US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free
Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity
Guarantee. More filters Any Condition Used. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View
Customize. Not finding what you're looking for? Save fox body mustang to get e-mail alerts and
updates on your eBay Feed. Transmission Manual - apply Transmission filter. Automatic - apply
Transmission filter. Shipping not specified. Classified Ad with Best Offer. Results matching
fewer words. Buy It Now. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new
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